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Sophie la girafe...
An essential and must-have product for over 55 years

Born in 1961 in the heart of Paris, Sophie la girafe has become THE essential
baby toy. Made from 100% natural rubber derived from the hevea tree and
stimulating Baby’s five senses, she first conquered France, and then the world.

Available in over 80 countries

A brand that meets each of Baby’s needs
The Sophie la girafe brand is available in a wide variety of tie-in products
through five distinct collections : So’pure, Sophiesticated, Il était une fois...,
Fresh touch and Mii Sophie la girafe. Sophie la girafe, it is also over thirty
licensees worldwide.

A must-have for over 55 years

Once upon a time, a simple story...
The little giraffe was born on a fateful May 25th 1961, the feast day of Saint Sophie!
In those days, only pets or farm animals were represented in the world of toys. Then,
one day in France, a certain Mr. Rampeau, specialist in transforming the latex from
the Hevea tree using the rotational moulding of rubber as a toy making concept,
had the idea to design a giraffe. This exotic representation was the first of its kind
on the market! Its size and shape were ideally suited for Baby to grasp.
The first Sophie la girafe, as she is still known today, went in production on
Thursday, May 25th, hence the origin of her name.
She was an immediate success. Right from the beginning, young parents
recognised something in her that was essential for their baby. When the first signs
of teething appear, Baby stops crying thanks to Sophie la girafe!
By simple word of mouth, the little giraffe’s fame spread.
Throughout the world, generations of children will love hearing Sophie la girafe
squeak whenever they press her tummy or head.

The Vulli company, located in Rumilly in
Haute-Savoie (France) jealously guards the secret of
how this iconic toy in made.
To this day, Sophie la girafe is still “traditionally”
produced, thanks to a process involving over
14 manual operations. Her composition is base
on 100% natural rubber derived from the latex of
the hevea tree.

The reasons for such success...
Baby’s first teething toy, stimulating each of his senses!

SIGHT
At the age of 3 months, a baby's eyesight is still limited and he can only
perceive high contrasts. The dark and contrasting attention-catching spots
over Sophie la girafe's body provide visual stimulation. She soon becomes a
familiar and reassuring object for Baby who easily recognizes her.

HEARING
Sophie la girafe's squeaker entertains while stimulating Baby’s hearing. To
begin with, the funny sound she makes when she is squeezed helps to
stimulate his hearing, and then, helps him understand the link between cause
and effect..

TASTE
Made of 100% natural rubber and food-grade paint, Sophie la girafe can be
safely nibbled. She is akin to the teat of a feeding bottle. Her soft texture and
numerous nibbling parts (ears, horns, snout and legs), makes her ideally suited
for soothing Baby’s gums during teething.

TOUCH
The sense of touch is a baby’s first means of communication with the outside
world. The softness of Sophie la girafe, reminiscent of a mother’s skin,
reassures Baby and provides physiological and emotional responses that will
soothe Baby and favour healthy growth and well-being.

SMELL
The singular smell of natural rubber derived from the Hevea tree gives Sophie
la girafe a truly distinctive feature that makes it easy for Baby to identify her
amongst his other toys.

A must-have for over 55 years

A toy made from 100% natural rubber...
The latex from the Hevea tree was first processed in 1928 using the
vulcanization technique invented by Mr. Charles Goodyear.
The rubber used by Vulli comes exclusively from the hevea trees
growing in Malaysia. Each morning before the heat of the day
settles in, the milky liquid that oozes from the cells beneath the
bark is collected from these millions of hevea trees. This liquid is
known as “latex”. This latex is natural, soft, elastic, waterproof,
insulating and pleasant to the smell and touch.
To create the little wonder that is Sophie la girafe, Vulli first heats
the latex using a special process involving the "rotomoulding"
technique and then performs a series of 14 manual operations.

A must-have for over 55 years

A unique expertise...

CREATION

To create Sophie la girafe's silhouette, the
latex, in its liquid form, is poured into plaster
moulds [1], especially designed to absorb the
water contained in the latex.
Then comes the rotomoulding step [2], during
which the moulds rotate on two axes. The latter
allows a uniform distribution of the latex in
each footprint.

[1]

[2]

After a few uses, the moulds, no longer able to
absorb the water contained in the latex, are set
aside and recycled in the local plaster industry.
The giraffes then enter the “maturing”
process. They are placed, for a minimum of
three months, on a shape holder [3] allowing
them to dry while retaining their iconic shape
and the important properties of the natural
rubber (flexibility, tightness, form memory,
etc.).

[3]

FINISHING

Following their three months of “hibernation”,
the giraffes are polished using a cloth grinder
[4] to smooth out all their contours. Then, the
whistle is added. Their mouths, cheeks [5], ears
and legs as well as their eyes [6] are finally
hand-painted with natural pigments mixed
with latex.

[4]

[5]

All these steps are carried out manually by our
craftsmen, with the greatest respect for
tradition.
It is important to know that Sophie la girafe is
tested and controlled at every stage of its
production. A traceability number allows us to
ensure the highest quality control of our
products.

[6]

Discover this unique expertise

Long version
Short version

A must-have for over 55 years

A brand meeting all of Baby’s needs
Sophie la girafe is not only a must-have product, but also a brand that enjoys the endorsement of
consumers. This brand is available in five distinct collections: So’pure, Sophiesticated, Il était une
fois..., Fresh touch and Mii Sophie la girafe; meeting all of Baby's needs, at each time of day and at
each stage of his development.

Because we want what is
best for Baby and for our
planet...
The So'pure collection is
made from 100 % organic
cotton, corn fibre and
100% natural rubber.
Its meticulous packaging,
designed using recyclable
materials to respect the
environment, makes it a
perfect gift!

Il était une fois... is an
authentic and classic
collection that offers
must-have items from the
Sophie la girafe range,
presented in lovely gift
boxes.

Represented in over 80 countries
Over the past 10 years, Sophie la girafe has grown leaps and bounds on the international
market. She is now distributed in over 80 countries, on 5 continents.

Latest developed countries:
Argentina, Bresil, Bulgaria, Costa Rica, Honduras,
Morocco, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, Uruguay

International Partnerships
Sophie la girafe is also a series of partnerships established with over thirty licensees
worldwide.

P a r i s

Sophie la girafe has been an essential baby toy for more than 55 years. Available in a wide
range of tie-in products through five distinct collections: Il était une fois…, So’pure®,
Sophiesticated, Fresh touch and MiiTM Sophie la girafe®; the brand is present in over 80
countries around the world.

THE VULLI COMPANY
Founded in 1945 and initially specialised in mechanical toys, the Vulli company has become
over the years an expert in the world of nursery items and early childhood toys. Located in
Rumilly in Haute-Savoie and home of the famous Sophie la girafe® for over 50 years, the
company designs and creates products adapted to the various stages of children's
development.

Discover our website: www.sophielagirafe.co.in
#Sophielagirafe

